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This view is from ‘Church House’, Lyonshall, looking east over “Meadow No. 523 ” to “The Highest
Hedge in Herefordshire ”. This screen of ‘once fashionable’ fir trees was planted after 1875 to hide
the ‘private’ railway station from ‘Castle Weir’ house. The 11 (eleven) Lombardy Poplar trees [on
the right] were planted in 1922: One for each of Our Lyonshall “War Dead” of “The Great War”
[1914-18]. They are a “living memorial” to our “fallen”.
RESPECT!
It is good to be reminded of the range of flora in our little parish on the very western edge
of England in “The Welsh Marches”. In how many other Countries could you encompass so
many different trees within a single photograph? Some here were planted deliberately to
commemorate the fallen and some as a screen to hide a railway, but most like ‘Topsey’ “just

grewed” in the hedgerows which act as the field boundaries that are such a distinctive part
of rural England - or maybe they were planted long ago for reasons long forgotten.
The year is flying by and yet I seem to have achieved so little! Friends who are also
‘country-dwellers’ have made similar comments. However when I was asked recently why I
thought this was the case, my response was immediate and instinctive – the impact of the
weather, from deep snowfall through “The Beast from the East” to a brief Spring which
quickly changed to a hot dry Summer. Here in Herefordshire we’re just not used to it! We
are geared up to temperate variations – a bit wet one day, a little warmer than usual the
next – and for the most part our pattern of activities is not much affected; we just put on a
thicker sweater or change into a thinner T-shirt and go about our business as planned. So
do we assume that the first eight months of 2018 were “freak” conditions and unlikely to be
repeated next year? Or do we say “This is Climate Change” and adapt our homes, our
wardrobes and our lifestyles accordingly? All we can be sure of is that neither the coming
Autumn nor the ‘Meteorological Office’ will provide an accurate prediction for 2019! “Makes
you think”, though...
There’s a useful quotation from Ralph Waldo Emerson for this time of year (or at least as it
has been in The U.K. in 2018):

“When summer opens, I see how fast it matures, and fear it will be short: but after the heats
of July and August, I am reconciled, like one who has had his swing, to the cool of autumn”
(Ralph Waldo Emerson 1803-1882. North American ‘Poet & Philosopher’

The month in general
The first day of August was “Lammas”, a word derived from “loaf-mass” – the festival at
which bread made from the first harvest of corn was blessed by The Parish Priest.
According to Florence Bowman, writing in “Britain in the Middle Ages”:

“When ‘Lammas-tide’ came, all the ‘Freemen’ kept holiday for joy that harvest time had
come”.
[Florence L. Bowman. Author 1920]
I didn’t notice any jovial “freemen” on the roads of Lyonshall this August - maybe they were
holidaying elsewhere or maybe they don’t celebrate ‘Lammas’ because this is not primarily a
corn-producing area. Perhaps we should invent a September/October festival to celebrate
potato-picking or the first harvest of cider apples within our Parish. Crops, customs, history
and nature are closely intertwined in rural areas and never more so than at harvest-tide,
whatever the harvest might bring.
Thankfully, Lyonshall escaped the hazards that afflicted England elsewhere during August –
no grass fires and no drought, but the prolonged warm weather undoubtedly had some
effect on both flora and fauna.
Flora
Trees and Shrubs
August has been brilliant with berries and full of fruit – much of it, as seemed likely in July,
about three weeks early. The Rowan berries shown in last month’s issue have been followed
by Elderberries [as forecast], by Crab Apples, Cider Apples, a particularly fine crop of
Blackberries and a very modest crop of Bullaces [‘Wild plums’ - excellent for a Gin liqueur!].
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In our own garden [thanks to the trees supplied eight years ago by ‘Lyonshall Nurseries’] we
have fruiting Apples, Pears and Quinces: The latter despite a bad attack of ‘peach leaf curl ’
earlier in the year which may have some bearing on why the fruit are at the top of the tree.

'Blenheim Orange' Apple. Pears ‘Doyenne de Commice’ & ‘Durandeau’.

Quince ‘Vranja’.

The dark red Hawthorn berries are hanging in heavy bunches; below them the Rose hips are
turning pink or orange. But one of the greatest joys this year was the Honeysuckle. I’m
accustomed to their rather dull black fruit but a few Honeysuckles are carrying brilliant red,
shiny berries which – just for a few hours in the middle of the month – attracted a
“matching” red-chested Bullfinch and his mate. Thanks to everyone for the excellent photos
of the berries and the fruits, some of which are shown below; more pictures can be found at
the end of this month’s diary.

Hazel nuts, Rose hips & Holly berries - -> Honeysuckle © Simon T.

‘Dog Rose’ hips.

Meanwhile the nut harvest is almost over (slightly earlier than usual), by which I mean that
most have fallen from the trees. There have been a few wild Walnuts, a good crop of
Hazelnuts and a massive crop of ‘Beech-mast’. Information on the Sweet Chestnuts and
Horse-Chestnuts this year would be appreciated for the September issue. This has been a
record ‘Hot Summer’! I am pleased to say, however, that some berries and fruit are still to
come, notably the various Ivy species, so our non-migratory birds and our regular seasonal
visitors should not starve this winter.
Going back to the photo of trees at the beginning of this issue of the Country Diary, I was
pleased to see that one of the splendid, mature trees is a ‘Small-leaved’ Lime [Tilia cordata ]
which, according to the reference books, used to be quite widespread throughout central
and southern England but which I had not noticed in Lyonshall before. It was not listed in
the ecologists’ “survey of 2012”. The downside is that aphids (Greenfly) love it for its sap
which causes the constant drip of ‘honeydew’ - an efficient paint-stripper on vehicles!

‘Small-leaved’ Lime.
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Smaller Plants
As in July, the heat and dryness of early August discouraged flowering among a whole range
of wildflowers, although there was a very noticeable burst of colour and a sudden greening
of lawns, pasture and odd areas of grassland after the traditional “Late Bank Holiday”
rainfall. Those plants which like poor, dry soil, of course, did well early in the month.
Conditions were perfect for Hop Trefoil which, mingling with little plants of Pigweed
(Common Knotgrass or Fat-Hen), made a very soft and pleasant area to tread down the
middle of dusty tracks. Both plants have agricultural nutrient value but no one was
harvesting them in these circumstances! Later in the month, and especially after the rain,
the Cyclamen which are now a ‘near-native’ to Lyonshall, began to flower – more and more
every day in little groups of pink or white. Because the leaves die away before the flowers
appear it’s easy to miss where they are growing and they are a source of surprise and
delight every year. Their seeds are mainly spread by ants so all ants are very welcome in my
neighbourhood->

.

-> outdoors!

Cyclamen – originating in ‘The Middle East’ & introduced in Elizabethan times’.

And a plant-centred mystery! “Animal, vegetable or mineral ”? (That dates me!) At some
time around the end of July or the beginning of August something caused four or five of the
tough leaves on an established Phormium (New Zealand Flax) in my garden to be rolled up
together and knotted into a cigar-shaped bundle about 12 cm long by 2 cm diameter. They
stayed like that for the whole of August, unravelling slightly towards the end of the month
when I cut the roll off from the plant, with no trace left behind to indicate that it had ever
been there. Nothing emerged from the rolled-up leaves except a host of small Woodlice
which are common throughout our garden and woodland. The knots remain firm. Enquiries
to date have provided a few options as to the cause but no certainty, so more suggestions
and/or a definitive explanation would be welcome. I am particularly intrigued by the idea of
a tiny “wind-devil” which I suppose just might be a result of the summer heat but it’s a new
concept for me and Wikipedia wasn’t much help! (Is it ever?) ☺

“ The Phormium Knot ” & unravelled with resident Wood Louse.
Fungi, Moss and Lichens
Quite early in the month the first ‘Ceps’ appeared on the rough ground of the old railway
track-beds. Not enough for a decent mouthful, let alone breakfast, but a welcome reminder
of fungi-to-come. I was therefore delighted, a fortnight or so later, to receive a gift of ‘Field
Mushrooms’ newly picked from an abundance in a farmer’s meadow near Pembridge. They
were delicious, with twice the flavour of shop-bought mushrooms grown in some dark shed.

(Note to self: I must investigate the relationship between daylight and taste. Coming from
the “Rhubarb Triangle” I understand the purpose in forcing rhubarb, although it definitely
loses much of its taste-impact, but mushrooms? Is it a commercial imperative?)
Many of the Lyonshall fungi are easily recognisable, like the Judas’ Ear which has popped up
again close to where it was seen earlier in the year, but we could really use the services of a
local, resident, highly-skilled forager because many other fungi appear in The Parish which
may or may not be edible – like the one shown below found growing in compost at the base
of an Oak tree: Possibly ‘Coprinus’ – which are inedible and thrive on compost and manure.

‘Coprinus’ © Simon T.

‘Cep’ or “Penny Bun” Fungus [Delicious]. -> “Too Late” © Simon T.

Once again there have been no reports of Mosses or Lichens but I would hope for more
sightings now that the first rains of early autumn have arrived.
This may, however, be a suitable point at which to record the re-emergence of ‘Tar Spot’
(Rhytisma acerinum) on Sycamore leaves. This is a fungal infection which is purely cosmetic
and does no real harm, unlike ‘Ash Die-back’ which is spread by spores in a similar fashion.
‘Chemical’ control is largely ineffective and would be a waste of your time and money. Last
year Tar Spot was widespread but there seems to me to be far less of it this year, maybe
because the fungus prefers wet summers and 2018 has been an unusually hot and dry year.

“Tar Spot Fungus.” © Simon T.
Fauna
Mammals
The mammals have been too quick for the photographers this month! I am pleased to report
sightings of rabbits and squirrels from Penrhos to Pembridge, two Roe Deer by the Curl
Brook, a Weasel crossing the road (probably very fast) near Penrhos and a Stoat crossing the
cider orchard very fast near the Upper Fishpool. Pipistrelle Bats have been seen, and heard
on a bat detector, in different parts of the Parish and at different times. (I would be
interested to know whether anyone has heard or seen any ‘Noctule Bats ’ which were
identified by ecologists at the Upper Fishpool six years ago.) There has also been a new
outcrop of mole-hills in the village, so we can be confident the Moles are still around and
“above ground” due to the lack of rain. Otherwise no mammals have been seen or reported
(excluding farm and domesticated animals, of course!).

Birds
Buzzards and Red Kites have been circling over the gardens, fields and orchards of
Lyonshall and it is good to know that they are a continuing presence in most of The Parish.
One quickly gets used to the Buzzards’ screaming! It is strange to remember that thirty or
forty years ago Buzzards were quite rare! However I have received a report of a bird of prey
which, for me at least, is still a rarity – a Hobby. These small falcons catch and eat little birds
and insects on the wing and this particular Hobby was chasing dragonflies. Although we
don’t know where this bird was nesting, I am told that Hobbies have nested in the area
previously in old crow’s nests which, according to my reference books, is the norm for the
species. Why build your own nest if there’s a ready-built one available? I shall take more
interest in crows’ nests in future.
Another rare visitor to this part of the village was the Bullfinch mentioned previously,
feeding on the Honeysuckle berries. And in the heat of the month a lone Moorhen appeared
briefly on the ‘Upper Fishpool’, the first water-fowl seen there this year. Sadly it didn’t stay
long. It was possibly desperate for water, however shallow and silted. Woodpigeons continue
to abound despite the fact that they seem to be a favourite food of the Tawny Owls and
other predators, judging by the frequent piles of white and grey feathers on our railway
track-bed, but a pair of Collared Doves were seen near the Garden Centre (and hopefully
they are still around here).
The Swallows and House-Martins were beginning to gather prior to migration – greater
numbers than ever were estimated for this year. However, towards the end of the month
there were two sightings of bird behaviour which are new to me. The first involved a large
group of about 40 ‘Song Thrushes’, “some very young”, sitting on wires and swooping down
to the ground in small bunches. It seems that they migrate southwards, leaving just a few
residents behind. The second incident involved a similar-sized flock of House Sparrows, in
a different part of the Parish, first descending noisily onto a patch of newly-mown grass and
subsequently all flying off together. These, too, were young birds, perhaps all hatched this
year, which -- like human teenagers used to do and some wild animals still do – fly away
from the parental home to set up an independent colony elsewhere. These are not the
amazing and dramatic flights to Africa and other warmer climes which the true migrant
birds undertake, just a domestic dispersal presumably to ensure that no area is overpopulated beyond its food supply. Is the fact that some of us have noticed this behaviour for
the first time this year just coincidence or a portent of things to come?
Insects and Invertebrates
The insect population never ceases to astonish me! Bumble-bees and Dragonflies, Hoverflies
and Shield Bugs, Butterflies and Moths, Beetles, Grasshoppers, Ants and Houseflies -- it is a
pity there are so many thousands of species that amateurs like me can’t begin to familiarise
themselves with more than a small percentage, especially since that when one begins to
look into the lives and habits of any type of insect we often come across something
extraordinary. Take three examples from August in Lyonshall sightings:
•

First, there’s the Bedeguar Gall Wasp (Diplolepis rosae). Never heard of it? Probably
not. Never seen it? Almost certainly because it’s tiny. But you will have seen what it
produces, the ‘Robin’s Pincushion’ found on wild roses. We are grateful to Eirian

Thomas (aged 9) for her photograph of a young “pincushion” below. The Robin’s
Pincushions themselves have a whole raft of mythology and medicine attached to
their existence but for strangeness this barely compares with the little Bedeguar Gall
Wasps themselves which emerge from the gall in Spring (up to 50 per gall) already
“infected by a bacterium that turns them into females. For want of any males they

reproduce asexually, producing genetically identical offspring. When treated with
antibiotics, these wasps resume normal sexual relations with an equal number of
males and females”. [Bugs Britannica: Peter Marren and Richard Mabey, Chatto &

Windus, 2009 ].
•

Second, below is a photo of a female Ichneumon Wasp {family Ichneumonoidea}
taken at Lyonshall Nurseries, apparently a small and inoffensive creature, rarely
recorded, which doesn’t sting. (Thanks to Tony Hunter of ‘The Liverpool Museum’ for

identification) However it is making its way towards the “Cabbage White” caterpillars
which are plaguing The Nursery’s poly-tunnels as mentioned last month. This tiny
wasp first paralyses its prey and then lays its eggs inside the caterpillars, which are
of course eventually killed. This is so gruesome that Charles Darwin considered
these parasitic wasps to be “incompatible with a benign Creator”! God might not
agree! ☺
•

Third, we have three photos of Ladybirds, all taken on the same sunny day within an
hour or two of each other – an orange 16-spot, an orange

18-spot and a black 4-

spot. All of these are “Harlequin Ladybirds” which have been declared “the UK’s
fastest invading species” and they prey on our native aphid-eating 2-spot and 7spot red Ladybirds (a solitary 7-spot was noted here in July). They have caused a
significant reduction in the native ladybird population but fortunately appear to have
no other effect on the environment.

Robin’s Pincushion © Eirian T.

‘Harlequin’ Ladybirds.

Ichneuman Wasp © Simon T.

Sounds like the voice of doom! It’s really not that bad in the insect world! Media reports of a
plague of wasps have, I think, been greatly exaggerated. Sure, there are quite a few around
but nothing extraordinary in Lyonshall for the time of year. And, as well as lots of “White”
butterflies and Speckled Woods, we also have more colourful butterflies obligingly posing to
have their photos taken:

Painted Lady

&

‘ Small Tortoiseshells’ on flowers at The Nurseries © Simon T.

‘Small White’ © Simon T.

An elderly ‘Gatekeeper’.

Fish, reptiles and amphibians
Sorry – still no fish, reptiles or amphibians this month. The fish and amphibians are, of
course, probably drought-struck. The Slow-worms and Lizards which have compensated in
previous years have not been reported to date in 2018.
Lyonshall Weather in August

July’s exceptionally hot and dry weather extended into the beginning of August, caused by
The Gulf Stream’s unusually northern route. This year has been the hottest Summer on
record according to The Met Office. The highest temperature recorded this month, recorded
by an amateur in Lyonshall village, was 38.6C in direct sunlight. However two official
“Storms” were brought in from The Atlantic along with some much needed rain; but little
else to our sheltered Herefordshire vale. Rainfall appeared to be much below average due to
the long dry spells but in fact we recorded 41.0mm as opposed to 51.6mm last August. As
per tradition over half the rainfall fell over the August ‘Bank Holiday’ week. “Plus ça change”.
Lyonshall Nature, 2018 and beyond
Am I imagining it or is there a quiet but persistent “sea-change” going on, particularly
among children and those who influence their upbringing and education? Although the
numbers are still small, are there now more children growing things, visiting farms, learning
about wood-craft and wild animals, playing outside, than there have been for many years?
Or have I just been watching too much “telly”? I would like to think that children can once
again enjoy the countryside and its unique pleasures – fishing for tadpoles, climbing trees,
looking for birds’ nests, making a den from ferns and fallen branches, cooking sausages on
an open fire, or just lying on the grass and looking at the sky, all the things that we did as
kids but with the added benefit that modern children can find out more about country life
and what they see or want to do through their laptops and ’phones whenever and wherever
they wish. (We had to thumb through encyclopaedias and/or visit a library when a
convenient one was available!).

I suppose I am reminded of this because a recent TV programme showed a couple who
wanted to move to the country from London so that their two young sons could have
independence and choose how to spend their leisure time at the time “instead of going from
one organised activity to another.” Suddenly I remembered the freedom of my own
childhood, just after The War when “organised activities” for young people were few and far
between anyway. Did we run fewer risks than children do in the countryside nowadays?
There was less traffic but apart from that I think our risks were slightly greater, with
“Health-and-Safety” being an unknown concept. We certainly had our fair share of bruised
knees, scraped elbows, wet feet and burned fingers. Nevertheless we survived and learnt
valuable lessons about what not to do! I don’t know how Lyonshall will serve its children in
future but I hope it will be a “countryside” which they will savour as much as the “oldies” do.

ALL CONTRIBUTIONS (verbal or photographic, amateur or expert) GRATEFULLY RECEIVED at
jcvqa@btinternet.com

FURTHER AUGUST IMAGES FOR 2018.

A gift of Field Mushrooms.

A carpet of ‘Hop Trefoil’ on parched ground.

The War Memorial Trees 1918-2018.

‘Small-leaved Lime’.

The “highest hedge in Herefordshire” 1878 -2018.

